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New Gov't Regulations Create Debt Relief For Americans

New US Government regulations allow Americans to qualify for substantial sums of money. Check to see if you Qualify.
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America had to tackle the drastic economic downturn affecting the
sustainabiiity of the country. The major worry was the ~Hu e Debt that gave
rise to a great number of bankruptcy cases and taking the situation from bad
to worse. In order to find a solution to this financial debacle, government
regulations were introduced to which creditors have had to resort to relieving
people's debt.
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This plan to reduce debt can be seen as an attractive effort to relieve Pictured above is Linda Jenkins. We
I , Americans from their debt burden. The new federal regulations made available

had received a letter from Linda withhas led to feasible debt reduction options. You just have to initiate the process
I the Secret to Unlock Financialyourself.

Freedom.
An effective plan has been developed to benefit both the debtors and the creditors. This plan
actually serves as an incentive to the creditors. It helps them recover their money that they lose in She is a mother of 2 young children
costly settlements, whereas some of the money is recovered from the unsettled interests as well. in Dallas, Texas. After a devasting

loss left her jobless and alone, Linda

'"This bailout changed my life. If you are in my shoes, don' t found herself facing the real threat of
losing her home and not being able

waste anymore time and get on the bandwagon... - Linda Jenkins to feed her children.

She discovered new Government
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This debt relief has has created a "Win Win" situation for everyone. It has brought the rays of %8guldLIUIIb LIldL IIVI P VIII I I I I ldLV I IV I

hope for all those who are suffering from their credit issues. debt. Discover how all Americans
can get help.

Although the world recession is said to be over, the debt incurred during that period is still
wreaking havoc in people's lives. As a result many individuals are questioning as to whether they How to get your Own Debt
qualify for debt settlement or not. Bailout in 3 Simple Steps

By simply filling out this form, Americans are able to tap into this life-saving assistance. ll' Step 1:

We began our investigation when we received a letter from a Linda Jenkins, a single mother of 2 Sign up for FREE at Official Debt
young children in Dallas, Texas. After a devasting loss left her jobless and alone, Linda found

Relief Bailoutherself facing the real threat of losing her home and not being able to feed her children.

Linda could no longer make her monthly payments and found herself falling deeper into debt in
Ill' Step 2:

order to cover day to day expenses of providing for her children. Until one day, a financial advisor
Become Debt Free!showed her a ~stm ie form online. Before she knew it, she discovered the secret to getting out of

debt, beating the recession, and being able to provide for her three sons again. All this by fillinci
out a sim le form online for free.

Offers expiring on Fri, Jun 11,
2010

I read Linda's story last month and decided to feature her story in our local finance report. In our
correspondance she told me about her remarkable journey. Here is an exerpt from her letter:

nl was one step away from living on the streets and losing my children. It is enough for me to feel

like I have control of my life again, especially considering where I was sitting less than a year ago.
n

"It was pretty easy, I filled out a short form to tap into the USA Consumer Debt Plan. It took less

than 10 seconds to fill out! Can you believe that, all this debt and time, and just 10 seconds of my

life changes that. The assistance proved to be invaluable, as I am now debt free. My money is my

money now, and I don't have any monthly debt payments anymore. It really IS that simple."

Linda passed along the website that saved her life - We investigated ~this ian, and sure enough, it
is available for FREE. Basically, it is just one simple form to fill out, there are no hassles. This
bailout will help you out, no strings attached. In a time of financial crisis nothing makes you feel
better than being relieved from your debts.

Follow the link to website I have provided and know that you are one step away from financial
freedom! Remember, to stop the debt spiral, you just have to take 10 seconds to fill out the Debt
Relief form.

But hurry, this debt relief bailout plan won't be available forever!

Julia Miller

Easy 2-Step Program to get your Own Debt Relief Bailout
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• Step 1: Sign Up for FREE at Official Debt Relief Bailout

• Step 2: Become Debt Free!

Conclusion

Like us here at the New York Chronicle, you might be a little doubtful about these new regulations.
But, you need to try it for yourself; the results are real. After conducting our own personal study
we are pleased to see that people really are finding a way out of their debt problems. And you
have nothing to lose but your house! Follow the link to the Free service that we tested — and you
will know that you are getting a quality product that works; no strings attached!

Good luck with your own Bailout! We are 100% sure that this WILL work for you!

Julia Miller

(-i
Managing editor NY Chronicle

t
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The 2-Step Plan that Worked for Linda and Thousands
of other Americans:

step 1: Si n U for FREE at Official Debt Relief Bailout

Ste p 2: Be come De bt Free!

Offer expiring on Fri, Jun 11, 2010
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Official The National Credit

Here is your free trial of! ~Re crt Secret
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The ¹1 weight loss product C!Ick here to lose 16lbs in

available. only 2 wks! Free Trials.

w w w.acaiberry... w w w.coloncleanse...

READ RESPONSES FOR THIS ARTICLE

Diane
Fri, 04 Jun, 2010 @5:41am

Thank you for providing me this service, which allowed me to payoff all mydebts. I'm getting married
in 2 weeks and I'm doing itdebtfree! This would have taken me manymore years at myoriginal

pace.

Marco
Sun, 04 Apr, 2010 @ 9:14am

Hi, just found this site and read your story. I'm so pumped to get rid of this debt that's been dragging

me down.

Mikey
Sun, 94Apr,2919@~5:39 m

I saw this on CNN a while ago and missed the website address. Glad I came accross this again.

Honestly, this is unbelievable, all I have to sayis WOW.

Stephen
Sun, 94Apr,2919@~6:59 m
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I wish I'd known about this before I applied for bankrutpcyl I would have saved a heck of a lot of

hardships.

Katie
Sun,06 Jun,2010@1:09am

Yayl glad to see it's helped and that mystoryis getting out there! good luck!

Davis
Sun,06 Jun,2010@8:27am

Mymom juste-mailed me this, a friend atwork had told her about it. i guess itworks reallywell

Damo
Sun, D6 Jun, 2D1D@~4:46 m

I saw this on the news. How lucky Linda is to have found this opportunity!?!?! Thank you for sharing

this tip!

Thomas
Sun, D6 Jun, 2D1D@~11:46 m

I was one step awayfrom living on the streets. I now live in myown house and have no monthlydebt
paym ents.

Wanda
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Mon, 07 Jun, 2010 @1:11am

wasn' t sure about believing this but I didn' t want to miss out and filled out the form.. so glad I did.

Looking forward to my new life.

Kirsten
Tue, 08 Jun, 2010 @1:11am

I am reallyat my wits end with feeling poor and out of control. I thought I couldn't do it anymore, but

this sounds like it could be worthwhile

Sorry, comments have been disabled due to a spam attack. Will be back online soon.

Our site has been getting a huge increase in traffic due to being featured on huge national sites - That is

why we recommend you go for your debt relief while those policies still last - You don't want to miss out on

the opportunity of achieving financial freedom fast, do you? Fill out the Form at Official Debt Relief Bailout

and National Credit Re ort now before the government changes its policies again!
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